First evidence of changes in enzyme kinetics and stability of glucokinase affected by somatic cancer-associated variations.
Recent investigation of somatic variations of allosterically regulated proteins in cancer genomes suggested that variations in glucokinase (GCK) might play a role in tumorigenesis. We hypothesized that somatic cancer-associated GCK variations include in part those with activating and/or stabilizing effects. We analyzed the enzyme kinetics and thermostability of recombinant proteins possessing the likely activating variations and the variations present in the connecting loop I and provided the first experimental evidence of the effects of somatic cancer-associated GCK variations. Activating and/or stabilizing variations were common among the analyzed cancer-associated variations, which was in strong contrast to their low frequency among germinal variations. The activating and stabilizing variations displayed focal distribution with respect to the tertiary structure, and were present in the surroundings of the heterotropic allosteric activator site, including but not limited to the connecting loop I and in the active site region subject to extensive rearrangements upon glucose binding. Activating somatic cancer-associated variations induced a reduction of GCK's cooperativity and an increase in the affinity to glucose (a decline in the S0.5 values). The hotspot-associated variations, which decreased cooperativity, also increased the half-maximal inhibitory concentrations of the competitive GCK inhibitor, N-acetylglucosamine. Concluded, we have provided the first convincing biochemical evidence establishing GCK as a previously unrecognized enzyme that contributes to the reprogramming of energy metabolism in cancer cells. Activating GCK variations substantially increase affinity of GCK to glucose, disrupt the otherwise characteristic sigmoidal response to glucose and/or prolong the enzyme half-life. This, combined, facilitates glucose phosphorylation, thus supporting glycolysis and associated pathways.